


In spring 2022, the 
Oxford science and ideas 
Festival, IF Oxford, asked 
young people to write a 
short poem on any topic 
of science, using any 
poetry style. Hundreds of 
entries from across the 
UK ranged from limericks 
and rap to haiku and 
acrostic poems. 

The winning entries and 
runners-up are published 
here, and these ten 
poems were performed 
at a special IF Oxford 
celebratory event on 
Saturday 8 October 2022.

Could you write a poem 
for next year? 

The judges:

Niall Munro is Senior Lecturer in American 
Literature and Director of the Oxford 
Brookes Poetry Centre, which conducts 
research into poetry, runs an international 
poetry competition, poetry workshops for 
military veterans, and organizes poetry 
projects in the community.

Theresa Lola is a British Nigerian poet and 
writer. Joint winner of the 2018 Brunel 
International African Poetry Prize, in 2019 
she was Young People’s Laureate for 
London.

Claire Hamnett is a physics teacher 
and leader of Oxford Science Learning 
Partnership to support world-leading 
science education for young people.

The Poetry of Science Competition is run 
as part of IF Oxford by Oxfordshire Science 
Festival, an independent charity (Charity No. 
1151361), with Trustees and a small team 
that work year-round on the Festival. 

Festival Team: 
Dane Comerford, Cathy Rose.

Thank you to our supporters and partners:
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I love you like 
a worm
By Charlotte Rice-Foley (age 5)
Home Educated

I love you like a worm.
Yes, a wriggly worm.
That’s the worm I mean.
Worms are all gross and yucky
And they poo to make the compost.
So...
So, I love you like a worm!
And do you know why?
Because a worm has five hearts
And I wish I did too!
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By Charlotte Walker (age 8)
Wheatley CE Primary School

Electricity flows when it has the chance.
Rub your hair with a balloon, it might make 
your hair dance.
Electricity can make things automatic,
And close to metal you might pick up static.

Benjamin Franklin found it in lightning,
Which you might find surprisingly frightening.
Edison used the electron flow,
To make our lightbulbs brightly glow.

People are burning fuels to make power,
Every moment, every second, every minute, every hour.
We’re killing our forests and polluting our skies.
Humans watch on while Mother Earth cries.

The time has come to change our ways,
To think ahead for better days.
Use the sun and the wind and the waves in the sea,
To make green electricity for you and for me.
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By Chen Guo Rao (age 7)
Cheadle Hulme Primary School

Why use science?
Why, why, why?
Why don’t we use something else,
Like a really clever computer?
But if we didn’t have it,
Then things won’t be invented!

Without science, vaccinations won’t exist,
So you may die from viruses and bacteria.
Without science, X-rays wouldn’t have been discovered,
So you can’t see what’s wrong when you break your tibia.

Without science, we won’t know how magnets work,
So detecting metals would be very tricky.
Without science, we can’t predict the weather,
So a sudden thunderstorm could appear above your city!

Without light bulbs, you can’t do anything in the dark!
Radiators won’t be there so you’ll be VERY cold!
You can’t make fireworks or dynamite without the help of science!
Even pasteurization wouldn’t be invented, so your milk might grow 
lots of mould!

Without science the world would be REALLY boring,
Luckily there’s science to keep everything GOING!
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Dark Space
By Millicent Bulman (age 11)
Headington School

Space. That endless void bursting with knowledge that 
will never satisfy, splashed with a billion stars and home 
to the unknown.

Space. A place where time stops and the river of
uncertainty flows, while the possibilities grow and grow 
and grow. 

Space. It mocks you while you are bound to earth like a 
tough knot, spitting up dusty rocks in its laughing fit,
making the airy sky clouded and heavy.

Space. How far do you have to go to get lost in 
its dark abyss?

Space. It tells you you are small 
and insignificant.

Space. You are alone.

As you drown in your 
  obsession, it is the 

silence and stars 
 that guide you.
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F=M•A 
A rap by Nia Hopkins (age 10)
St Helen and St Katherine School, Abingdon

When objects have interaction a force is applied
You can measure it, can’t see it, even if you tried
Push, pull, twist are the three main types of motion
That’s ‘cos they change the speed, shape or direction

The measurement we use for forces is N
To commemorate the man who discovered them 
Isaac Newton and his three laws of motion
F=M•A force mass acceleration

One of the common forces is friction
Friction is a force that opposes motion
Air-resistance of a parachute, tyres on a car,
Friction is the force that slows down where you are

The measurement we use for forces is N
To commemorate the man who discovered them
Isaac Newton and his three laws of motion
F=M•A force mass acceleration

Gravity pulls things to the Earth’s centre
Keeping us grounded like Earth’s defender
On the moon, gravity is less
You could have a lot of fun with your bounciness
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Supernova
By Eleni Barrett (age 13)
The Holy Cross School, New Malden

Alone in inky energy.
No fire that burns like you and me
In this desolate, icy place,
Antimatter fills the empty space.

In the struggle we find each other,
Hydrogenless sisters and brothers.
Luminously red and blue
You’re like me and I’m like you.

Now a cluster, a glowing wonder
The vacuum quivers, our voice is thunder,
And I feel in my core, I’m no longer alone.
There’s a glow of familiarity in this unknown.

And we’re all becoming something stronger,
Something that will last much longer.
I feel gravity bringing us closer
As we turn supernova.
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Ballooning
By Emily McCartney (age 10)
Longcot and Fernham Primary School, Faringdon

The spiderling pokes out a leg, circling it in the air

Its body slowly emerges from the splintering carcass of an egg

The tip of the grass blade trembles as the new 
Linyphiidae scurries upward

Tentatively, it stretches its two front 
limbs, testing the air current

The tiny abdomen rises in unison with a mass of 
others, its glands sloshing with liquid silk

Swaying, slender strands shoot from its spinneret, pearly 
threads bouncing on the rain-heavy breeze

Launching onto its spouting silver trail, 
the spiderling clings tightly

The silk slices through the atmosphere, 
ballooning its passenger as if on a trapeze

Grass, earth, and glimmering water whizz 
past in a blur of bewildering colour

Floating towards a dew-drenched flower, the wind brushing 
past, the spiderling drifts onto a soaked petal

With insects crawling in nectar and the stalk casting shade, 
it is the perfect home for a Linyphiidae.

Bones
By Oliver Cross-Monaghan (age 10)
Home Educated

Bright white in colour,
Safeguarding the inside parts,
Sculpture of crystals.
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The Great 
Dinosaur Mystery
By Vu-Lam Le-Nguyen (age 13)
Queen Elizabeth’s Boy’s School, Barnet

Let us journey back to prehistory
Where animals ruled the land, sky and sea
Creatures that came before our existence
Till an extinction crushed their resistance

For centuries this was the great mystery
Of the dinosaurs and their family
At first, scholars thought that the fossils were
Bones of dragons or giants, they’d infer

But they’re reptiles William Buckland said
These skeletons are lizards’, now long dead
Richard Owen then coined the renowned name:
Dinosaurs, great lizards now brought to fame

Fossils are made in many different ways
Mineral deposits to amber’s glaze
Dissolving tissues, carbonization
Preserving the past civilization

With carbon dating, we can discover
When dinos existed and recover
Lost information from eras ago
And find out secrets we’re desperate to know

But there is a warning within this text
Dinos went extinct, maybe humans next
So, terminate emitting CO2
To ensure a future for me and you

Water Pollution
By Hugo Nguyen (age 12)
Devonport High School for Boys, Plymouth

The sapphire surface of the water
Shimmers with dazzling beauty.
Fish frolic free of human slaughter
Doing their algae-eating duty.

Coral reefs wave their vibrant arms
Where red crabs quickly scuttle.
Starfish sit nice and calm
And tiny clownfish bustle.

Some sea animals are unfortunate
Being chomped on by a predator.
Others are constantly accurate
To be a food competitor.

However, peace does not always sustain
In our biosphere’s ocean.
The ocean loses its powerful reign
And humans release an evil potion.

A tide of rubbish thunders in
Where huge nets and plastic swirl around.
Indigestible tins
Make a sharp crackling sound.

Vibrant fish are caught in the nets
So thrash around in pain.
Coral reefs are in threat
From their plastic-illness gain.

Fish don’t frolic anymore,
In their precious coral reef home.
Never once since then has sunlight been seen before
From the life in that biome.
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